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Matching verbo-nominal constructions in FrameNet with Lexical Functions in MTT
Multiword expressions are described in the FrameNet project as complex lexical units linked as wholes to their semantic frames, or as instances of special grammatical constructions. Amongst multi-word expressions, we explore in this paper verbo-nominal constructions in Framenet and more specifically support verb expressions. This category, described in FrameNet literature, has not yet received a systematic treatment in the project. We have looked at several problems regarding its actual classification and theoretical background. Instead of light verbs, or support verbs, we define the object of our study as Support Verb Constructions (SVC). We explore in this connection a well known model in lexicography, the Explanatory and Combinatorial Lexicology, part of the Meaning Text Theory to observe the feasibility of using Lexical Functions in FrameNet for the purpose of encoding SVC. The verbs have functions varying from that of light verbs, where they contribute only the ability to treat the noun’s frame as a verbal—e.g., tense-bearing, entity—through a variety of aspect, perspective, and registral values. These structures are treated in various ways in FrameNet and in the Explanatory and Combinatorial component of the Meaning-Text-Theory.

Our goal in the present research is to understand the nature of these differences, and to consider whether the results obtained in one of them can be aligned with or incorporated into the other. We approach the parameters of comparison of the two systems by means of three themes characterizing verbo-nominal expressions:

- lexicalized collocations of the verb and the nominal head of its syntactic dependent,
- the manner in which the kind of situation—the semantic frame—evoked by the noun is given verbal expression,
- and the manner in which the syntactic arguments of the verb are interpreted as matching the semantic roles associated with the noun’s frame.

1. Introduction

This paper addresses a number of descriptive and theoretical problems surrounding the treatment of a class of verbo-nominal constructions, in French and English, connecting a governing verb and a dependent noun, in which it is the semantic frame encoded by the noun that contributes the main outlines of the meaning of the whole. The verb has functions varying from that of light verb, where it dispenses only the ability to treat the noun’s frame as a verbal, e.g., tense-bearing, entity, through a variety of phasal, perspectival, and registral values. These structures are treated in various ways in FrameNet (Baker et al. 1998, Fillmore et al. 2003, Ruppenhofer et al. 2002), in Lexico-Grammar (Gross 1989 and 2004, Gross; De Pontonx 2005), and in the Explanatory and Combinatorial component of the Meaning-Text-Theory of Igor Mel’čuk (1998 and 2004) and Alonso Ramos (2007). Any theory of the lexicon and its
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interaction with the grammar of a language needs to have something to say about the lexico-grammatical structure of sentences like (1a, 2a), and about its relation to the meaning of the sentences in (1b, 2b):

(1a) She gave me wise advice.
(1b) She advised me wisely.
(2a) Les parents sont libres de donner leur consentement ou de refuser.
(2b) Les parents sont libres de consentir ou de refuser.

Among the various systems that provide accounts of the phenomena represented in (1) and (2), the corpus-annotation-based FrameNet project (FN), and the lexical functions (LFs) part of the Explanatory and Combinatorial Lexicology (Alonso Ramos 2003, Kahane and Polgûère 2001, L’Homme 2007, Mel’čuk 1974, 1996 and 2003, Polguère 2003, Wanner 1996, Zolkovskij and Mel’čuk 1967) have treatments of such phenomena that are built into quite different descriptive frameworks. Our goal in the present research is to understand the nature of these differences, and to consider to what extent the results of the one can be aligned with or incorporated into the other. We approach the parameters of comparison between the two systems by way of the three themes identified in (A, B, C). Both approaches are interested in characterizing, for verbo-nominal constructions,

(A) lexicalized collocations between the verb and the nominal head of its syntactic dependent,
(B) the manner in which the kind of situation (the semantic frame) evoked by the noun is given verbal expression, and
(C) the manner in which the syntactic arguments of the verb are interpreted as matching the semantic roles associated with the noun’s frame.

We note in sentences (1a) and (2a) that a collocational relation exists between the verb give and the noun advice (eng.), the verb donner and the noun consentement (fr.). We note too that the event recorded in the phrases gave... advice and donner... consentement is the event named by the nouns advice and consentement. And we note that the syntactic arguments of the verbs give in (1a) and donner in (2a) stand for the adviser and the advisee in the advising act.1

There are many cases for which, in both languages, the properties listed in (A, B, C) are all simultaneously present, as in sentences (1a) and (2a). There are, however, expressions that satisfy (B) and (C) but not (A), as in (3a) and (4a); there are expressions that satisfy criteria (A) and (C) but not (B), as in (3b) and (4b); and there are some that satisfy (A) and (B) but not (C), as in (3c) and (4c). Breaking a promise is a separate act from making a promise (i.e., from promising), though it remains clear that the person who breaks a promise is the one who did the promising; and the intransitive verbs blow (eng.) and sonner (fr.) when predicated of wind (eng.) and la cloche (fr.) do not contribute additional syntactic arguments that participate in the meaning of the whole.

(3a) She carried out the work.
(3b) You broke your promise.
(3c) The wind was blowing.
(4a) Il fait une ligne bien nette sur le papier.
(4b) Ils ont trahi leur promesse.
(4c) La cloche sonne.

A key element to understanding the difference between the two systems FN and LFs in regard to these structures is that the theory of lexical functions characterizes the properties of the verbs by establishing relations between deep and surface syntactic and semantic representations, whereas the FrameNet project first characterizes the semantic frames associated with the nouns

---

1 Such information could be expressed entirely within a noun-headed phrase, as in your advice to me, allowing the predication of some evaluation, say, of that event: your advice to me was wise.
and then seeks to discover the phrases that can be construed as expressing the elements of those frames—the so-called frame elements. In the cases that interest us, we find that some of the frame elements of a noun are realized as dependents on a verb that governs it.

2. The evolution of FrameNet’s treatment of verbo-nominals

The treatment of verbo-nominal constructions in FrameNet is related to the fact that the database is a corpus-based project in which certain kinds of information are derived automatically from manually created annotations, as summarizations of the properties of sentences annotated to exemplify the valencies of individually targeted lexical units. In FrameNet work, each target is identified as a member of a given semantic frame (Fillmore 1982, Fillmore and Atkins 1992), and a set of layers is dedicated to displaying the properties of that word; for example, a sentence like The manager decided to cancel the meeting could be annotated in separate layers with respect to any of its four frame-bearing words, manager, decide, cancel, and meeting. In an annotation of this sentence centred on decided, a FrameNet annotation would declare the manager to be the decider and the phrase to cancel the meeting to stand for the act that got decided. In the annotation layer for that same sentence centred on cancel, the annotation would regard the meeting as standing for the thing that got canceled, and would recognize that, by virtue of the grammatical requirements of the verb decide, the manager has to be construed as the subject (hence the “agent”) of cancel. The general practice is to associate a word with a particular semantic frame and then to look around, in the grammatically defined context of that word, to identify those phrases that represent participants in that frame.

One desideratum of FN annotation was to be able to collect minimal structured lexical sets, called kernel dependency graphs (syntactic trees in MTT), associated with particular predicating words: examples, presented linearly, are {teacher, Demonstrate, proof, to-students}, {teacher, Examine, student, in-geometry}, {success, Depend, on-effort}, {manager, Cancel, meeting}. The governors are capitalized, the other members of each set are the dependents. The dependent elements of such structures had to be given frame element names and grammatical function names, together with indications of how the dependent elements were “marked”, e.g., with specific prepositions. Finding the frame elements in arguments following the verbs does not raise any problems (i.e., where the relevant phrases are found “within the phrasal projection” of the predicating word—inside the VP for a verb, inside the NP for a noun—), but the problem was how to label the things that were found “to the left” of the target but which still could be seen as having semantic and structural relations to the frame-bearing lexical unit. Occurrence as the syntactic subject of a finite verb occurring immediately before the verb (those teachers Taught geometry), or the argument of a nominalization realized as a possessive modifier (the president’s Decision to resign) are clear cases. But in order to refer to phrases in other contexts that can be taken as satisfying the “subject”-like valent of the predicate, a pseudo grammatical function EXT (“External argument”) was proposed. Thus, in the president seems likely to resign, the subject of seems is chosen as the EXT of resign. For simplicity, it was decided to use this grammatical-function name for the subject relation in general, whether locally or distantly realized: thus, the president would be tagged as the EXT of seems, and likely, as well, in the annotations centered on those words.

The verb forget is the controlling context that determines that teacher in (5) is the noun that belongs in the subject position for demonstrate, and the adjective likely is the context that allows success in (6) to be assigned that position relative to depend. Familiar theories of grammatical “control”—with certain cautions—justify such decisions.

---

2 In this discussion we use valent to refer to either the syntactic constituent that is dependent on a frame-bearing lexical unit, or the semantic role that may or may not be realized as a syntactic constituent. Thus “semantic valent” has roughly the meaning of “actant” in the Tesnière tradition but includes more than the props and actors that occur in the petit drame of a sentence.
(5) The teacher forgot to demonstrate the proof to the students.

(6) Success is not always likely to depend simply on effort.

But verbs are not the only words that have valencies. When looking to “populate” kernel dependency graphs that would show the valency of nouns—like decision, journey, complaint, operation—it appeared that when looking for the EXT entities, there were often very specific verbs that “controlled” such identities, specific in the sense that they seemed to be individually selected by the nouns. For example, make is the verb most likely to introduce the EXT argument of the event noun announcement, and similar relations hold in phrases like take a journey, have a relationship, give a demonstration, take a bath. FrameNet made the decision to record such verbs in entries for the associated nouns, and called them, following long tradition, support verbs (SUPP) in these contexts. Hence, an entry for the noun announcement would include the information that its main support verb is make. Other kinds of facts required new decisions and sometimes changes of terminology, regarding support verbs, verbalization of event nouns that had no arguments (the wind is blowing), the functions of the copula and prepositions (see Atkins 2003), alternating perspectives (the doctor performed an operation vs. the patient underwent an operation), and other semantic features like non-fulfilment, inchoation, and duration (break a promise, launch a project, continue a war).

Recording the ways in which the valence requirements of a word were discovered in a sentence often depended on examining, not just the immediate syntactic dependents of an LU, but also those contexts that linguistically determined “argument sharing” relations between some contextual entity and the lexical unit being described. In the case of verbs, no special attention was paid to the sources of such argument sharing, since every grammatical system is provided with some theory of control by which, for example, the direct object of persuade is co-construed as the subject of its infinitival complement. In the case of frame-bearing nouns, however, the annotators noticed that some of the frame-requirements of certain nouns were satisfied through the syntactic arguments of verbs that occurred in construction with the noun. For example, there’s something wrong with a sentence like *I gave him advice to the student to enroll in the course, since the object of the verb provides information about the recipient of the advice, blocking the need to include such information within the phrase headed by the noun. Unlike with the case of verbs, this time one couldn’t count on the grammar as a whole to explain such matchings, since the choice of the governing verb often depended on specific lexical properties of the noun. (Persuade doesn’t care what verb heads its infinitival complement.) It seemed important, therefore, to indicate the existence of such “support structures” as information about the LU itself. FrameNet workers became aware that such verb-noun pairings had parallels in the theory of lexical functions in the work of Igor’ Mel’čuk and his colleagues, but since all of the frame elements that participated in this relationship were included in the annotation, no information was lost—at least in the case of true light verbs.

As this work continued, a number of distinctions were taken note of. In some cases, the verb that determined a frame element of the noun was not a strict collocate of the noun. The primary semantic valent of performance is present as the subject of resume in After the accident the musicians resumed the performance, but this function of resume can’t be recorded as a lexicographically relevant property of the noun performance. The subject of need in I need an operation is construed as the secondary valent of the frame evoked by operation, but again, that verb is not linked to the noun as a true collocate. When it seemed necessary to include such facts in the annotation of individual sentences, the verb was marked as a Controller (CONTR). Further distinctions among verbs that were labeled support came to FN’s awareness, but their analysis was postponed. In the clearest cases, the verb was a true “light verb” and its co-occurrence with the noun added no information beyond the kinds of temporal, aspectual or modal information that goes with being a verb (make an announcement, say a prayer, take a

---

3 At first these were referred to as support verbs by generalizing the concept; then were recognized as non-support controlling verbs because of the control or argument-sharing functions. Supports are also controllers in this sense, but the new category was for controllers that were not supports.
shower). But other cases provided more information: aspects of register and tone distinguish make a complaint, lodge a complaint, file a complaint, register a complaint, and the like, and FN had no way of recording such information. Sometimes temporal-schema information was included in the verb itself, as seen in the difference between conduct an investigation and launch an investigation. Still different situations appeared in the contrast between make a promise and break a promise; the collocational force is present in both cases, but talk about breaking a promise presupposes a promising event in the past—and an event in which the person who broke the promise is necessarily understood as the person who made that antecedent promise: it’s not possible to break a promise made by somebody else.

Since FN is a large database founded on corpus evidence, it has seemed worthwhile in some FrameNet centres to attempt an alignment of the support structures found in FN data with descriptions of lexical functions that associate nouns with the words that can “verbalize” them.

3. Support verbs in the Meaning-Text Theory

The lexical functions in the Meaning-Text Theory (MTT) come at these issues from a different direction—a namely that of treating some words and constructions as elements of the value of “functions” that operate on particular words and yield larger phrases of various kinds (fast friendship, strong tea, school of fish)—. Collocations described by lexical functions within the phraseology of a language are described as semi-phrasemes. Collocations are semantically compositional while full phrasemes (idioms) are not (for a fully detailed description see for e.g. Mel’čuk 1998 or 2003). The meaning of collocations encoded by means of LFs might easily be guessed but they could not easily be produced by a non-native speaker.
Lexical functions are known in lexicography as expressing a particular set of phrasemes in a language, the collocations, but they do not only encode collocations in fact. LFs more generally modelize semantic links on both the syntagmatic and the paradigmatic axes. “A lexical function is a function that associates with a specific lexical unit (L) which is the argument or keyword of \( f \), a set of synonymous lexical expressions, the value of \( f' \)” (Mel’čuk 1998: 32). We focus our attention in this presentation on standard lexical functions of support verbs: [Oper, Func, Labor]. Each verb is established in relation to the syntactic role of the lexical unit in the verb-nominal construction: subject, object, indirect object, as these are linked to their deep syntactic actants I, II, and III. The most frequent case is a support verb whose object is a nominal derivative. In the collocation give a kiss, give is the support, kiss is the object and kiss is the deverbal noun, which is represented: Oper\(_1\) (kiss) = give. This set of three verbal lexical functions allows one to modelize differences of perspective and differences of meaning beyond to the simple concept of light verb encoded with [Oper\(_1\)] but are still named support verbs in MTT. The verb receive stands as [Oper\(_2\)] for the noun kiss (Oper\(_2\) (kiss) = receive) since it changes the point of view from the first actant of the predicate kiss to the second actant, at the deep syntactic level the person who gives the kiss is I and the person who receives the kiss is II. [Oper, Func, Labor] are empty verbs but the set of corresponding realization functions [Real, Fact, Labreal] are not: they express a realization that is inherent in the noun. For example, the noun promise could collocate with its support verb make (Oper\(_1\) (promise) = make) or with the verb expressing the fulfillment meaning: keep (Real\(_1\) (promise) = keep). Support verbs (or the corresponding realization verbs) can also be compounded into configurations, in this case, the configuration of several lexical functions forming a configuration of LFs (see section 4) add semantic components to the support verb which is not empty anymore. Those semantic components are linked to the meaning of the noun in the verb-nominal construction so that in an MTT dictionary, the definition is of primary importance. A complex lexical function is a set of Ls on the same key word, formed of simple lexical functions that are syntactically linked (i.e. IncepOper\(_1\) (love) = fall in). A complex lexical function has a global value which expresses the meaning of the whole. In a complex LF, all participating LFs have the same keyword and are syntactically related to each others; in a configuration of LFs, all participating LFs have the same keyword but are not syntactically related to each others. In the following configuration for example, AntiBon+Magn (sorrow) = deep, the LFs AntiBon and Magn are not syntactically related to each others so that this configuration is marked by the sign + differentiating configuration from complex LFs.

4. Correspondences between semantic representation, Deep-Synt and Surface-Synt levels

In an MTT model of language, the semantic representation is linked to the Deep-Syntactic level and the Surface-Syntactic Level. A support verb lexical function appears at the Deep-Syntactic level. As a general rule, semantic actants match with syntactic actants, but paraphrasing rules are specific to each support verb construction. In such a collocation, the verb itself, being empty, has no semantic actant. In the make a complaint phrase for example, actants are semantically linked to the noun (the complaint on the part of X addressed to Y). The noun complaint as a predicate controls the semantic actants, the verb is not chosen for its semantic content since it is light. The verb is lexically constrained in a language at the S-Synt level. The situation is different from that of a plain verb in the following sentence for example: Nina gives a book to Theo. Without any ambiguity in this sentence, give is analyzed as the governor whilst Nina and Theo are semantically dependent as agent (adresser) and beneficiary (adresssee), and the second actant book as an object while in Nina gives her brother a kiss, it is the noun predicate kiss that bears the actants, with Nina as an agent (adresser) and her brother as a patient (adresssee) as shown in the following diagrams 1 and 2:
The support verb has a meaning as a lexeme, but may be deprived of it in the support verb construction (i.e. give Theo a kiss in diagram 2) so that the semantic structure does not represent it. The support verb may have a meaning in the collocation (i.e. commit a crime, send a kiss, blow a kiss), however it is not chosen for this meaning contrary to the non-support verb use (i.e. give a book to Theo in diagram 1) but for its role of supporting the syntactic realization of the noun in a given language. This characteristic would be enlightened in FrameNet by the fact that give a book in diagram 1 would refer to the giving frame while give a kiss in diagram 2 would refer to the frame encoded by the noun. In the support construction, syntactically the noun, selectionally the verb, is the dependent member of the pair which explains that the verb in the semantic representation does not appear since the noun is the predicate bearing the semantic actants. But a support verb does still behave like a verb, it can bear mood, modality, temporality for example in the support verb construction but still remains a support verb (i.e Nina did not send Theo a kiss). In the syntactic representation then the verb and the noun have to be present, the verb is the governor and the noun is syntactically dependent at the deep syntactic level. We present the D-Synt trees of make a complaint in The customer made a complaint [about the last delivery], and face a complaint in Paul faced a complaint [about the last delivery] in the following diagrams 3 and 4.

Diagram 3: The customer made a complaint [about the last delivery] at the D-Synt level
A solution specific to support verb construction (SVC) is proposed in Ramos 2007 “since the support verb is empty and cannot have any semantic actant, its syntactic actants must be in correspondence with the semantic actants of the predicative nouns” and the “support verb adapts the diathesis of the noun to that of the verb” (Ramos 2007: 111). In MTT, DSyntSs are linked by rules of a universal paraphrasing system, which covers all possible DSynt-paraphrasing in all languages (for more, see e.g. Milicevic 2007).

In FrameNet terms, the noun evokes the appropriate frame in the support construction. The selection of the support verb is sometimes, but not always, sensitive to semantic properties of the frame: there is usually no predictable matching between semantic properties of the nouns in a frame and the choice of the appropriate support verb, but there are generalizations such as the preference for make with nouns involving acts of speaking: declaration, announcement, statement, etc.

5. Summarizing possibilities of integrating support verb lexical functions in FrameNet

In MTT the verbal collocate is described as an element of the value of the lexical function operating on the noun. In FrameNet, these verbs have in general been noted only during the lexicographic study of the nouns and have not been studied independently. In MTT, they are not studied independently either but are only described with respect to the noun, which is the keyword in the support construction. The following table illustrates the possible matching of support verb lexical functions with frames and frame elements (FEs):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Support verb lexical functions: [Oper, Func]</th>
<th>2. Related lexical functions</th>
<th>3. Lexical units inheriting LF column 1</th>
<th>FE: Core elements</th>
<th>Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oper₁ (complaint) = make</td>
<td>Oper₂ (complaint) = face, get, receive</td>
<td>assertion, comment, complaint, concession, confession, declaration, exclamation, proclamation, remark, statement, allegation, announcement, speech, promise</td>
<td>Medium, Message, Speaker, Topic, Addressee</td>
<td>Statement Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V₀ (complaint) = complain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section 1. Computational Lexicography and Lexicology

Table 1: Support Verb Lexical Functions matching Frames

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Oper (promise) = make</th>
<th>Real (promise) = keep</th>
<th>Adressee, Medium, Message, Speaker, Topic</th>
<th>Commitment Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AntiReal (promise) = break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V0 (promise) = promise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Func (ceremony) = take place</th>
<th>IncepFunc (ceremony) = begin</th>
<th>Desired State, Guardian, Instrument, Leader, Member, New Status, Object, Organization, Type</th>
<th>Rite Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FinFunc (ceremony) = end</td>
<td>baptism, ceremony, communion, confession, wedding, mass, ordination, rite, sacrament, sacrifice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Oper (exam) = take</th>
<th>Real (exam) = pass</th>
<th>Examination, Examinee, Examiner, Knowledge, Qualification</th>
<th>Examination Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AntiReal (exam) = fail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V0 (exam) = examine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first column illustrates the set of support verb lexical functions taking the noun as an object [Oper], a subject [Func]; examples of [Labor] encoding lexical unit as the second object are less frequent (Labor1 (interrogation) = submit to). Examples of support verbs matching strictly light verbs are represented with [Oper]. Other examples show either a difference of perspective [Oper], or a difference of syntactic function concerning the noun in the verbo-nominal construction [Func]. In MTT though, they are still called “light” verbs since they do not have their own plain meaning in the support construction. Beyond true support verb constructions, the table shows other functions in column two, in order to cover and systematize relations actually shown as Support and Controller annotations in FN. Realization verbal lexical functions [Real, Fact, Labreal] and additional component [Magn] expressing intensity are also needed. Phasal meaning [Incep, Fin, Cont] expressing the different phases of an event, its beginning, continuation and end (ContLabreal1 (mind) = keep in, Magn+ContFunc (war) = rage on) and causative meaning [Caus] would also help to take care of various situations sometimes “abusively” described in FN as Support (e.g., keep and break + nouns of commitment vow, promise, oath, appointment). Semantic nominal derivatives [S1, S2, S3], syntactic derivatives [S0, V0], other paradigmatic relationship encoding synonyms and contrary [Syn, Anti], and conversives [Conv] could add transparency to relations between lexical units in a frame. Several other lexical functions expressing typical circumstances: instrument, medium, mode, result and localization [Sinstr, Smed, Smod, Sres, Sloc] request to raise the question of adjuncts and circumstances within frames. Those simple or complex lexical functions are to be accompanied by actants numbers that would help matching valency in FN.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have studied verbo-nominal constructions in FrameNet and have considered what it would mean to import lexical functions, part of the Meaning-Text Theory, into the FrameNet project in order to give a systematic and more lexicographically transparent way of organizing those constructions. We have shown that in principle information about lexical functions could be imported into the FrameNet database, but there are technical and methodological reasons why that would be fairly difficult. Although FrameNet and MTT have in common analyses of the kinds of verbo-nominal structures that have concerned us in this paper, the backgrounds, terminology, and manner of approach are importantly different. The system of lexicographic annotation used for FrameNet was designed for capturing certain
distributional facts associated with frame-bearing lexical units, but not all. Summaries of recorded facts, based entirely on the annotations, lexical unit by lexical unit, are reported in the FrameNet database as lexical entries that show how the elements of the LU’s “frame”—both “core” and “peripheral” frame elements—were syntactically realized in the sentences that actually got annotated. The reports are generated automatically, from the annotations, and there is no provision for generalizations.

Introducing LFs into a FN database would require a non-trivial modification of the FN procedures. One possibility would be to allow a large number of V+N pairs to be extracted from the noun entries and entered as multiwords LUs in their own right, explaining in the text of the lexical entries, information about the nature of the argument-sharing as well as information about the semantic or pragmatic contribution of the verb. This would be extremely labor-intensive: current lexical entries in FrameNet are created automatically, where the annotator needs only to insert a brief definition or mnemonic for the LU. Another possibility would require creating lexical entries (and hence appropriate annotations) for each of the verbs that can participate in support constructions, but that would require a departure from the frame-based nature of FrameNet research, since these verbs could not be relevantly studied frame-by-frame.

Regarding support verb annotation with lexical functions or corpus retrieval, the project is at its beginning. As for a general matching of both models, questions regarding argument sharing, deep syntactic structure of the verbo-nominal construction, actants and arguments of the predicate, adjuncts and circumstants, definitions in MTT compared to core and peripheral components in a frame, still need to be analyzed carefully since the two models have many theoretical differences despite their proximity. Taking care of those questions is also part of the ongoing project.
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